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 The term of learning experience refers to the interaction between learners and external 

conditions in the environment to which they can react. This term is not the same as the content of 

subject student learn nor activity performed by teacher. Learning takes place through the active 

behavior of student; it is what he/she does that he/she learn, not what teacher does. The definition 

of learning experience as involving the interaction between student and his/her environment 

implies that student is an active participant, that some features of his/her environment attract 

his/her attention and it is to these that he/she react. Therefore, it is not impossible if there are two 

student in the same class have different learning experience. Suppose the teacher giving a lecture 

in the class, one student is more interested in the problem and following the explanation 

mentally, seeing the connection that are made and taking from his/her own experience certain 

illustration as the teacher goes along with the explanation. On the other hand, second student is 

more interested in thought of basketball tournament and devoting his thought in preparing to this 

game. It is obvious that the two students have different learning experience. In short, the 

essential means of educational are the experience provided, not the thing student is exposed. 

 

REFFERENCES     

1. http://epress.lib.uts.edu.au/dspace/handle/2100/254 

2. http://www.directions.usp.ac.fj/collect/direct/index/assoc/D1064847.dir/doc.pdf 

 

TASK 

Design lesson plan that give student get involve learning experience by using their hand and 

mind when they study animal and plant cell.  

 

QUIZ 

Answer the question in brief 

1. Identify what learning experience might students have when teacher carried out instruction 

by experiment in studying plant tissue structure. 

2.  Identify what learning experience might students have when teacher carried out instruction 

by lecturing in studying plant tissue culture. 

http://epress.lib.uts.edu.au/dspace/handle/2100/254
http://www.directions.usp.ac.fj/collect/direct/index/assoc/D1064847.dir/doc.pdf


3. When teacher carried out lesson by lecturing, is it might that all of student have same 

learning experience? Explain in brief. 

 


